Abstract-Hindi is the most widely spoken language in India, with more than 300 million speakers. As there is no separation between the characters of texts written in Hindi as there is in English, the Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems developed for the Hindi language carry a very poor recognition rate. In this paper we propose an OCR for printed Hindi text in Devanagari script, using Artificial Neural Network (ANN), which improves its efficiency. One of the major reasons for the poor recognition rate is error in character segmentation. The presence of touching characters in the scanned documents further complicates the segmentation process, creating a major problem when designing an effective character segmentation technique. Preprocessing, character segmentation, feature extraction, and finally, classification and recognition are the major steps which are followed by a general OCR. The preprocessing tasks considered in the paper are conversion of gray scaled images to binary images, image rectification, and segmentation of the document´s textual contents into paragraphs, lines, words, and then at the level of basic symbols. The basic symbols, obtained as the fundamental unit from the segmentation process, are recognized by the neural classifier. In this work, three feature extraction techniques-: histogram of projection based on mean distance, histogram of projection based on pixel value, and vertical zero crossing, have been used to improve the rate of recognition. These feature extraction techniques are powerful enough to extract features of even distorted characters/symbols. For development of the neural classifier, a back-propagation neural network with two hidden layers is used.
What is Optical Character Recognition (Ocr)?
Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is a process of converting printed or handwritten scanned documents into ASCII characters that a computer can recognize [1] . In other words, automatic text recognition using OCR is the process of converting an image of textual documents into its digital textual equivalent. The advantage is that the textual material can be edited, which otherwise is not possible in scanned documents in which these are image files. The document image itself can be either machine-printed or handwritten, or a combination of the two. Computer systems equipped with such an OCR system improve the speed of input operation, decrease some possible human errors and enable compact storage, fast retrieval and other file manipulations. The range of applications includes postal code recognition, automatic data entry into a large administrative system, banking, automatic cartography and, when interfaced with a voice synthesizer, reading devices for the visually handicapped.
Overview of Ocr
For certain language scripts (e.g. Roman script), it is not difficult nowadays to develop an OCR system that recognizes well-shaped and well-spaced characters with an accuracy of 99% or above. However, it is still challenging to design a system that can maintain such high recognition accuracy, regardless of the quality of the input document and character font style variation.
In this work, our concern is Devanagari script, which is the script for Hindi, the national language of India and also for other languages like Sanskrit, Marathi and Nepali. The script is used by more than 300 million people across the globe. The algorithms which perform well for other scripts can be applied for Devanagari only after extensive preprocessing which makes simple adaptation ineffective. Therefore, it was necessary to do the research independently for Devanagari script. To date, many works on Devanagari script OCR have been reported [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . However, only a few of them have considered real-life printed Hindi text consisting of character fusions and combined with a noisy environment.
Segmentation and classification are the two primary phases of a text recognition system. The segmentation process extracts recognition units from the text, which is usually a character. The classification process computes certain features for each segmented character and then they are assigned to a class that may be the true class (correct recognition), the wrong class (substitution error), or an unknown class (rejection error).
Accuracy, flexibility and speed are the main features that characterize a good OCR system. Performance of most OCR systems developed for Hindi, have been constrained by dependence on the font, size and orientation. The recognition rate of these algorithms depends on the choice of features. Most of the existing algorithms involve extensive processing on the image before the features are extracted that results in increased computational time.
In this work, we applied a neural network-based approach for recognizing Hindi script. Neural network based Hindi OCR effectively reduces the image processing time while maintaining efficiency and versatility. The parallel computational capability of neural networks ensures a high speed of recognition. Neural network approaches have been used for character recognition [2, 3, 5, 19, 20, [31] [32] [33] , but a complete system that encompasses all the features of a practical OCR system is yet to be realized. The key factors involved in the implementation are an optimal selection of features that categorically define the details of the characters, the number of features, and low image processing. We identified three techniques for computing feature vectors for each character, histogram for projection based on mean distance calculation, histogram for projection base on pixel value, and vertical zero crossing. Details about these feature computation techniques are discussed later in the paper.
The preprocessing step is used to adapt the input image into a normalized shape. It consists in turn of steps such as noise cleaning, skew detection and correction, and line, word and character segmentation. These pre-processing steps transform the document image into a set of normalized isolated Hindi characters that are trained and/or tested with ANNs. The ANN is trained to learn all Hindi characters, and after successful training, its weights/feature is used for the purpose of testing. After obtaining the recognition results from the ANN, some post-processing techniques are applied to improve the recognition rate.
We prepared the database having Hindi alphabets for the purpose of training the classifier. The individual alphabet characters in the database were saved in .bmp format of a fixed size of 48x57 pixels. Our database consists of 77 different symbols/characters in five different Hindi fonts. So in total there were 385 characters in the data set that was used for training.
An OCR system should usually perform the following tasks: In real life applications, OCR software accepts the document image as input and produces a text file as output. So we are required not only to develop the recognition process, but also to develop the pre-processing and post-processing parts. The flow control of processes for Hindi OCR is shown in Fig. 1. 
Devanagari Script from Ocr Point of View:
Devanagari script is a logical composition of its constituent symbols in two dimensions. It is an alphabetic script. The writing style in Devanagari is horizontal, from left to right, and characters do not have any uppercase/lowercase. It has 12 vowels and 36 simple consonants. Besides the consonants and the vowels, other constituent symbols in Devanagari are the set of vowel modifiers called Matra (placed to the left, right, above, or at the bottom of a character or conjunct), pure consonants (also called half letters) which when combined with other consonants yield conjuncts.
Some of the Hindi vowels and consonants are shown in Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 2(d) respectively. In English as well as in Hindi, the vowels are used in two ways: (i) they are used to produce their own sounds; the vowels shown in Fig. 2 
2(c).
A visual inspection of the figure reveals that some modifier symbols are placed next to the consonants (core modifier), some are placed above the consonants (top modifier) and some are placed below (lower modifier) the consonants. Some of the modifiers contain a core modifier and a top modifier; the core modifier is placed before or next to the consonant and the top modifier is placed above the core modifier. In Devanagari script, there exists a pure form called a half character for almost every consonant. A consonant in pure form always touches the next character occurring in the script and thus yielding conjuncts, touching characters or fused characters. Fig. 2(f) shows some of the conjuncts formed by writing pure form consonants followed by consonants.
A horizontal line is drawn on the top of all characters of a word and is known as the header line, or shirorekha. Words written in Devanagari can be visualized in the form of three horizontal strips/zones: a core strip, a top strip and a bottom strip. The middle and upper zones are separated by the header line. Fig. 3 shows a word that consists of three characters, one top modifier, and one lower modifier. The three strips and the header line have been marked.
RELATED WORK
A brief review of the previous research work done in the field of OCR for Hindi is discussed in following paragraphs.
In the previous section it was mentioned that Devanagari is the script for Hindi, the national language of India. Further we also discussed that apart for Hindi, it is also script for Sanskrit, Marathi, Nepali and many more Indian languages. Devanagari is derived from ancient Brahmi script through various transformations. During the past 40 years, substantial research effort has been devoted to OCR for the Devanagari script [4] [5] , [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . But no complete OCR for Devanagari is yet available which works in a noisy environment. One of the major causes for the poor recognition rate in an OCR system is error in character segmentation [4] . Existence of touching characters in the scanned documents is another major problem faced while designing an effective character segmentation procedure. In [4] , a new technique is presented for identification and segmentation of touching characters. The technique is based on fuzzy multi factorial analysis. A predictive algorithm is developed for effectively selecting possible cut columns for segmenting the touching characters. The proposed method has been applied to printed documents in Devanagari and Bangla.
The technique for character segmentation treats characters touching each other as a single character and leads to the failure in the character recognition phase. Faxed documents, photocopies, old books, newspapers, etc., contain a considerable number of touching characters. A module for automatic separation of touching characters is essential for successful OCR of such documents. 
SEGMENTATION
Segmentation is one of the most important phases in OCR development. It directly affects the efficiency of any OCR. So a good segmentation technique can increase the performance of OCR. Segmentation is process of extracting the basic constituent symbols of the script, which are individual characters. It is necessary to segment the script at character level, as classifier works at character level only. Preprocessing in form of text digitization and skew correction is performed before applying segmentation.
Text Digitization and Preprocessing Technique
During implementation of the work text digitization is done using a flatbed scanner having a resolution between 100 and 600 dpi. The digitized images are usually in gray tone, and for a clear document, a simple histogram-based thresholding approach is sufficient for converting them to two-tone (black & white) images. The histogram of gray values located between the peaks is a good choice for the threshold.
When a document page is fed to the scanner, it may be skewed by a few degrees. The pages of thick books create more problems since the scanned image may both be distorted and skewed. There exists a wide variety of skew detection algorithms based on projection profile. Among these, Hough transform [21] is one of the most important methods usually used in OCR for most languages, but Chaudhari et al. [19] proposed a new approach that employs the headline of Devanagari script. For this work we applied the latter approach due to its suitability for Devanagari script as this script contains a header line (shirorekha) with each of its words.
Line, Word and Character Segmentation
The OCR system developed, initially detects the text blocks from the input provided in form of scanned images and thereafter it automatically segments the detected blocks into lines, lines into words and finally words into characters by using the methods discussed below.
Segmentation of Lines
A horizontal scanning method is applied for segmenting the text paragraphs into lines. While performing the segmentation to extract the lines from the text blocks, it performs horizontal scanning starting from the top of the scanned document till it locates the last row containing all white pixels, before a black pixel row is encountered. It continues the scanning further, till it locates the first row containing all white pixels, just after the end of last row of black pixels. This determines a line, and is eventually extracted. This whole process is repeated on the entire text page to segment all the text lines present in that particular page/paragraph. Fig. 5 shows the output for first line when this algorithm is applied on the input text block shown in Fig. 4 
Segmentation of Words
After segmenting the lines it segments the individual words embedded in each line. To perform this operation a vertical scanning method is applied. The vertical scanning is applied to the width of the line only. One output example of this phase is shown in Fig. 6 .
Segmentation of Characters
Once the words are segmented from text lines using the method described here, a further segmentation process is applied to achieve the individual characters out of the segmented words. Before segmenting words at character level, the header line or shirorekha is identified and removed. This process is done by finding the rows with the maximum number of black pixels in a word. Here we applied a heuristic approach to locate the shirorekha as sometimes, not all the rows of shirorekha contain same number of black pixels. In this paper we have taken black pixel difference counts among rows of shirorekha as 10, though it is not the same value for all other scripts. This difference count for Hindi was decided after an exhaustive analysis of rows of many shirorekhas. After locating the shirorekha, it is removed, i.e. converted into white pixels, shown in Fig 6 (b) and (c). Once the shirorekha is properly removed, the word is divided into three horizontal zones known as upper, middle and lower zones. Individual characters are separated from each zone by applying vertical scanning. The vertical scanning is performed for the width of zones and length of the word only. As stated earlier, only modifiers are present in upper and lower zones. So before performing vertical scanning in these zones, it is checked whether any modifier exists or not. This is required because in several cases words may contain only middle zone or middle and upper zone or middle and lower zone only as shown in Fig. 7 (a) (b) (c) 
PROPOSED METHOD FOR FEATURE EXTRACTION AND CLASSIFICATION
In the current section we discuss the methods for recognition of the basic symbols. For the classification of symbols in Hindi fonts, we developed artificial neural network based classifiers. The classification is performed on the basis of the extracted features of individual symbols/characters. To ensure the correct classification of each symbol, we applied three different methods to compute their features.
Feature Extraction Methods
Feature extraction is another major step in developing a classifier system. One should study in detail and should become well aware of the characteristics of the scripts to be classified before selecting the feature detection methods. This helps in computing the features that discriminate the character sample in better way. For initial classification of characters, we considered following three feature extraction methods:
1. Histogram of projection based on mean distance 2. Histogram of projection based on pixel value.
Vertical zero crossing
The final feature vector for each character is computed by concatenating the sub vectors computed separately from the above three methods. The computed feature vector is used as input for the neural network. Since each character has its own unique feature vector, thus it helps them to be classified correctly.
Histogram of Projection Based on Mean Distance
Using this method the feature vector for the segmented symbols/characters is computed as follows:
Steps:
1. Find the x and y coordinate for every black pixel of the character and add them all to compute X and Y. 2. Divide both X and Y separately by total number of black pixels of the characters to compute a central point. 3. Compute the distances of each black pixel from the central point to complete a matrix and normalize it.
Histogram of Projection Based on Pixel Value
1. Find the outer boundary of character. 2. Scan it horizontally as well as vertically to find the number of black pixels. 3. Compute vertical and horizontal projection counts. 4. Normalize it.
Vertical Zero Crossing
The image of a character is treated as an array of pixels where white pixels are expressed by 1 and black pixels by 0. Under the Vertical Zero Crossing the entire pixel array is traversed column wise and the number of transitions from black to white pixels is recorded for each column.
Classifier Tool
As stated earlier, an Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) approach was used to develop the classifier. ANN approach has been used for classification and recognition on varying problems from a long time. It is a computational model widely used in situations where the problem is complex and data is subject to statistical variation. The training and recognition phase of the neural network has been performed using a conventional back propagation algorithm with two hidden layers. The architecture of a neural network determines how a neural network transfers its input into output. This transfer can be viewed as a computation.
Scaling
Since ANN receives input image in fixed size, a normalization process is required to change each segmented character to the same size. There are two major issues that we should consider at this stage, first the suitable fixed size of input matrix for ANN, and second a method to transform from the original character to the normalized one. We conducted a study on the characteristics of printed Hindi characters (up-to size 16), and found that the matrix size 48x57 is enough to fit any character. An example is given in Fig. 8 , where we scale an image of an arbitrary size to a fixed size. As can be seen, the scaling process does not introduce any distortions or loss of information.
Training
A neural network maps a set of input to a set of output. This nonlinear mapping can be thought of as a multidimensional mapping surface. The objective of learning is to mold the mapping surface according to a desired response. We used four layered perceptrons, and two hidden layers, one as input and one as output layer. In the input layer we used 169 neurons, equal to the number of elements in the feature vector computed for each Hindi character. The first hidden layer consists of 250 neurons and the second hidden layer, 200. Finally in the output layer there were 77 neurons, equal to the number of different Hindi characters used in the training set. Selection of number of neurons in each layer is purely based on practical observation. As mentioned earlier we adopted back propagation for learning. This is the most popular learning algorithm in multilayer network [3] . It employs descent method in weight space. Thresholding is done by using 'sigmoid' and 'tansig' function. For the output of the first hidden layer we used the 'sigmoid' function and at the second hidden layer we used 'tansig' function. We trained our neural network for fives set of Hindi fonts (Kruti10, Kruti025, Kruti040, Kruti060 and DevLys020) each having 77 characters. The diagrammatic representation of the ANN is shown in . ANN learning curve using learning rate 0.9 for 100000 epochs (from 50001epochs to 150000 epochs) Fig. 9 . The training was done for .5 million epochs in total to achieve the training goal. The learning curves for the first 200 epochs, and later between 50001 to 150000, are shown in Fig.  10 and Fig. 11 respectively. The X axis represents the number of epochs and the Y axis represents the training performance in terms of errors where zero errors means the training goal is achieved. Table 1 shows the actual values obtained for training set sample 'Ka' after completion of the training. As can be seen, the first value is close to 1 while all the others are < 0.06. The values after normalization are shown in Table 2 . This agrees quite well with the expected values for the character. Similar sets of values were obtained for other letters too.
Efficiency
In neural networks, time required to converge is highly dependent on the learning parameter [20] . If it is too high, then the training does not converge. On the other hand, if learning parameter is assumed very low, then it will take excessive time to converge. Adjusting the learning parameter dynamically during the process of training has given better result. Starting with a higher value, we decreased the parameter as it approached convergence. We started the training with an initial learning parameter value 0.9 and later reduced it to 0.1 after approximately .2 million epochs when we observed that the learning curve became somewhat stable. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, we trained the neural network for five fonts having 77 characters each. So there are 385 total characters in the training set. Each character is represented by a feature vector of length 169. So, the amount of training data is very huge. After training for several hours and for thousands of epochs it was possible to train 383 out of 385 characters, i.e. two, and , both of DevLys020 font were not trained. So we can see that efficiency of training of our neural network is near to complete, i.e. 100%.
RESULTS ANALYSIS
We tested our classifier on various printed Hindi documents and gathered the results. In fact the testing was done at two levels: individual letter level and paragraph level. The character proximately 90% was achieved. One such input sample paragraph used for testing the performance of the classifier is shown in Fig. 12 . Results obtained therefrom are shown in Fig. 13 . It can be observed that the recognition rate is higher for individual than for continuous characters.
The discrepancy between the performance for isolated and continuous characters may have happened due to errors in the segmentation procedure. The performance of our classifier both at printed character level and at word level for Devanagari was compared with that of many other existing methods [30] and is shown in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.
Robustness of Classifier
The performance of the classifier at alphabet level is shown in Table 5 . To test the robustness of the classifier we gradually increased the distortion in the input character images and observed the recognized characters thereof. Table 5 shows the original character, the distorted character, provided as an input to the classifier, and the output character recognized by the classifier.
By observing the table, we can say that the classifier is robust enough and is able to correctly classify even highly distorted characters too. The only instances of misclassifications are at the level when even a human expert would guess incorrectly. For example, for the Hindi letter 'ka' continuous distortion was incorporated, and the classification results observed thereafter are shown from rows number 1 to 9 of Table 5 . Until row number 8 the classifier was perfectly able to recognize it as 'ka', but it failed at row number 9, recognizing it as 'ph'. It is almost certain that even if human experts are provided with the same distorted letter, as shown in row number 9 under the column 'Distorted Character' then most of the time they will recognize it as 'ph' too. Similar results were obtained for many other letters too such as 'chha' and 'dwa', as shown at rows number 14 and 27 respectively of Table 5 . So this all proves the robustness of the classifier developed using the ANN approach.
Result Details of Feature Extraction
From the results presented in above table we can conclude that the error at classification level is negligible. This is, indeed, due to good selection of the features. To validate the point, we present some detailed results of the feature values obtained with respect to some characters (Fig.  14 to Fig. 28 ). As mentioned, we used a set of robust and efficient feature extraction techniques. These feature extraction techniques are not affected by the type of fonts or their sizes.
Similarly we can draw feature diagrams for every character. The above figures show that each character has unique feature values. It indicates the discriminating power of the feature extraction techniques, and is the primary reason for the robustness of the recognition. 
Segmentation Analysis
In the paper, we presented a complete method for segmentation of printed Hindi texts. A preliminary segmentation process extracts the header line and delineates the upper-strip from the rest of the character. This yields vertically separated character boxes that may be conjuncts, touching characters, characters with lower modifier attached to them, characters fused with rakar symbols (a special case of a ligature constituted by the adjunction of a consonant followed by a halanta to 'ra' ), or a combination of these. In phase-I of the segmentation process, statistical information about these boxes is collected. In phase-II, this statistical information is used to select the boxes on which further segmentation is attempted. Besides separating the lower modifier from the core strip and identifying the rakar symbol within the core strip, the constituent character boxes in the conjuncts are also identified in the core strip. We extensively used the structural properties of the characters in the segmentation process. The presence and relative location of vertical line, and the nature of the constituent pure consonant forms in the conjunct, provide valuable clues about segmentation boundaries. Our segmentation approach is a hybrid approach, wherein we try to recognize the parts of the conjuncts that form part of a character class.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The experimental results illustrate that the artificial neural network (ANN) concept can be applied successfully to solve the Hindi optical character recognition problem. There are many variations of factors that affect the performance of the developed Hindi OCR software. We found that the input matrix of size 48x57 gives better results than other choices. The recognition rate of the OCR with the real Hindi document is quite high as shown in the results section. However, other kinds of preprocessing and neural network models may be tested for a better recognition rate in the future. The character segmentation method can be improved to handle larger variety of touching characters that occur often in images obtained from inferior-quality documents. The test set used in this experiment is of 77 characters of five different types of fonts. This can be tested for a greater number of fonts. The toughest phase in the experiment is getting a good set of characters for classification. This highlights the need for generation of a large ground-truthed set of characters of various resolutions so that more research can be performed for recognition of languages from Indian subcontinent. Also, the characters used for experiment were enclosed in the bounding region of a fixed size. Although this may not be always the case, attention is drawn toward the fact that mere shape based recognition will not always perform well. Different font families represent the same character differently and correlation between similar characters varies from font to font. This preliminary research helped us focus our attention on these matters so that issues for building robust character recognition can be studied.
The other future enhancement that can be incorporated in the work is to use a dictionary of words to correct the output [26] . Certainly this will improve the performance. Further speech synthesizer can be integrated with the OCR with the aim of making a system for reading aids to the blind. We can also implement the neural network method for classifying hand-written texts. In hand-written documents, the fragmentation of characters and the variation in shape of characters are considerably greater compared to printed documents. The higher levels can be used to provide clues for a hypothesization system, which learns from the text it recognizes. We have not dealt with punctuation marks and numerals in this work. The set of the punctuation marks and the numerals need special treatment right from the point of preliminary segmentation of words into characters and symbols. For Devanagari script, the header line is removed from the character before an attempt is made to classify it. However, a numeral or punctuation mark cannot be dealt with the same manner. There is no header line to be removed, even though some such marks may have a horizontal line which resembles the header line. We implemented the work for the scripts with only Hindi characters. However, we can extend it to classify the document with characters of more than one script.
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